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Chronicles the triumphs and setbacks of the second grade as they try a variety of
schemes to raise money for a trip to the Statue of Liberty.

Paper Crafts for the 4th of July
Traffic citations are big business, providing billions of dollars annually to municipal
corporations. Police are incentivized to unlawfully pull over and detain drivers,
seize and search their belongings, and ask interrogating questions, all in the the
hope of finding excuses to issue fine-generating infractions. Society has been
conditioned to accept violations to their individual rights that in past generations
wouldn't have been tolerated. The author reveals that traffic enforcement has
become a nationwide racketeering scam. With a deft understanding of natural law
and the Constitution, the author shows how police officers routinely ignore
individuals' rights, while traffic courts actively disregard due process for the sake
of revenue. The chilling reality is that the misapplication of motor vehicle codes is
representative of a greater trend towards eliminating our rights in general. Our
government is vitiating its people; the sovereign are being transformed into
subjects. Its time for Americans to resist totalitarianism: whether at the capitol, in
the courts, or on our highways. As one of "We the people," I humbly implore you to
read this book and spend time comprehending its implications. As Thomas
Jefferson said, "If a nation expects to be ignorant and free in a state of civilization,
they expect what never was nor ever will be."
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The Story of the Statue of Liberty
American Family of the 1960s Paper Dolls
Citizens Now
“If you think you know all there is to know about the Statue of Liberty, you’ll be
pleasantly surprised.”—The New York Times When the crated monument first
arrived in New York Harbor, few could have foreseen the central place the Statue
of Liberty would come to occupy in the American imagination. In this book, cultural
historian and scholar of French history Edward Berenson tells the little-known
stories of the statue’s improbable beginnings, transatlantic connections, and the
changing meanings it has held for each successive generation. He tells of the
French intellectuals who decided for their own domestic political reasons to pay
tribute to American liberty; the initial, less-than-enthusiastic American response;
and the countless difficulties before the statue was at last unveiled to the public in
1886. The trials of its inception and construction, however, are only half of the
story. Berenson also shows how the statue’s symbolically indistinct, neoclassical
form has allowed Americans to interpret its meaning in diverse ways—as
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representing the emancipation of the slaves, Tocqueville’s idea of orderly liberty,
opportunity for “huddled masses,” and, in the years since 9/11, the freedom and
resilience of New York City and the United States in the face of terror. Includes
photos and illustrations “Endlessly fascinating.”—Louisville Courier-Journal

14 Fun Facts About the Statue of Liberty: A 15-Minute Book
In the Shadow of the Statue of Liberty
Bell-bottoms, mini-skirts, Nehru jackets and other styles of the 1960s are featured
in this book portraying a "typical" Caucasian family of the 1960s.

The Statue of Liberty
The Statue of Liberty decides to roam the land and visit some of the people she
has greeted upon their arrival in the United States, so she steps off her pedestal
and takes a walk from sea to sea.

Leap Back Home to Me
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Liberty's Journey
Our Paper
American History topics such as Colonial America, the Pilgrims, Paul Revere's ride,
are the springboards for math problems including, estimation, measurement
activities, and more! For use with Grades 4-8.

My Country
American History Math
Celebrate the 4th of July by displaying your own American flag pennant, stars and
stripes paper chain, and Uncle Sam paper doll. Readers will wear their own
homemade liberty crown or patriotic spectacles to honor the United States'
Independence Day. They'll join storyteller Randel McGee as he explores the history
and symbols of this special holiday.

Liberty
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Contains articles that address the diverse demographic, economic, legal, political,
and social aspects of immigration in the United States, from the ancestors of
Native Americans to the early twenty-first century, with entries arranged
alphabetically from "Paper Sons" to "Zadvydas v. Davis"; includes appendixes and
indexes.

The Statue of Liberty
Frenchman Edouard de Laboulaye first proposed the idea of a monument for the
United States in 1865. Ten years later sculptor Frederic Auguste Bartholdi was
commissioned to design a sculpture with 1876 in mind for completion, to
commemorate the centennial of the American Declaration of Independence. The
Statue was named "Liberty Enlightening the World" and was a joint effort between
America and France. The Statue was completed in France in July 1884 and arrived
in New York Harbor in June 1885. After almost a century, weather, pollution, and
sightseeing left Lady Liberty's torch in need of replacement and her crown's rays in
need of strengthening. An army of architects, historians, engineers, and almost
1,000 laborers embarked on the project. On July 5, 1986, the newly restored Statue
reopened to the public during Liberty Weekend, a gala four-day event celebrating
the restoration. Fireworks filled the night skies; tall ships flocked the Harbor.
"Liberty Weekend," attended by President Reagan and President Francois
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Mitterand of France, was broadcast to 1.5 billion people in 51 countries. The
Foundation, the National Park Service, and the American people had launched the
most successful public-private partnership in the history of the United States. A
must-have for the armchair traveler, student of architecture, native New Yorker, or
for anyone who is inspired by our Lady Liberty.

Liberty's Torch
In 1876, France decided to give the United States a very big and very special
present--the Statue of Liberty. The gift was to commemorate the 100th birthday of
the United States, and just packing it was no small feat--350 pieces in 214 crates
shipped across the ocean. The story of how the 111-foot-tall lady took her place in
the New York Harbor will fascinate young readers.

The Statue of Liberty
When Did the Statue of Liberty Turn Green?
Previously published under the title A WOMAN'S PLACE. While trailing a serial killer
on horseback, homicide detective Beth Chambers finds she has somehow ridden
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back in time-to 1888! When she comes across injured Marshal Rad Morgan, she
has no choice but to try to save his life. Though Rad believes a lady should stand
behind her man, headstrong Beth is determined to catch the killer she's chased
through time, and prove she's a capable law enforcement officer in any centurydespite the distraction of love.

Enlightening the World
The world’s most famous sculpture, the Statue of Liberty, Liberty Enlightening the
World, rises to a height of 305 feet from the base of her pedestal to the top of the
golden flame of her torch. Conceived, designed, and originally built in France, she
was unveiled on her new island home in 1886. The postcard trade, still in its
infancy, embraced the icon, and Miss Liberty’s commanding figure soon appeared
on millions of postcards. In this book, one will see the statue from many
angles—profiles, long shots, close-ups, aerials, torch views, and more.

What Is the Statue of Liberty?
"Little Miss History Travels to Mount Rushmore" is the first in a series of books
using the Little Miss History character as a guide. She looks like a wannabe park
ranger with pig tails and hiking boots three sizes too big. The aim of these books is
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to whet your child's appetite for visiting these landmarks while having fun learning
history.

The Marshal's Lady
Conceived in the aftermath of the American Civil War and the grief that swept
France over the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, the Statue of Liberty has been a
potent symbol of the nation's highest ideals since it was unveiled in 1886.
Dramatically situated on Bedloe's Island (now Liberty Island) in the harbor of New
York City, the statue has served as a reminder for generations of immigrants of
America's long tradition as an asylum for the poor and the persecuted. Although it
is among the most famous sculptures in the world, the story of its creation is little
known. In Enlightening the World, Yasmin Sabina Khan provides a fascinating new
account of the design of the statue and the lives of the people who created it,
along with the tumultuous events in France and the United States that influenced
them. Khan's narrative begins on the battlefields of Gettysburg, where Lincoln
framed the Civil War as a conflict testing whether a nation "conceived in liberty,
and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal can long endure."
People around the world agreed with Lincoln that this question—and the fate of the
Union itself—affected the "whole family of man." Inspired by the Union's victory
and stunned by Lincoln's death, Édouard-René Lefebvre de Laboulaye, a legal
scholar and noted proponent of friendship between his native France and the
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United States, conceived of a monument to liberty and the exemplary form of
government established by the young nation. For Laboulaye and all of France, the
statue would be called La Liberté Éclairant le Monde—Liberty Enlightening the
World. Following the statue's twenty-year journey from concept to construction,
Khan reveals in brilliant detail the intersecting lives that led to the realization of
Laboulaye's dream: the Marquis de Lafayette; Alexis de Tocqueville; the sculptor
Auguste Bartholdi, whose commitment to liberty and self-government was
heightened by his experience of the Franco-Prussian War; the architect Richard
Morris Hunt, the first American to study architecture at the prestigious École des
Beaux-Arts in Paris; and the engineer Gustave Eiffel, who pushed the limits for
large-scale metal construction. Also here are the contributions of such figures as
Senators Charles Sumner and Carl Schurz, the artist John La Farge, the poet Emma
Lazarus, and the publisher Joseph Pulitzer. While exploring the creation of the
statue, Khan points to possible sources—several previously unexamined—for the
design. She links the statue's crown of rays with Benjamin Franklin's image of the
rising sun and makes a clear connection between the broken chain under Lady
Liberty's foot and the abolition of slavery. Through the rich story of this remarkable
national monument, Enlightening the World celebrates both a work of human
accomplishment and the vitality of liberty.

True Light on the Statue of Liberty and Its Creator
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Give me your tired, your poor Your huddled masses yearning to breathe freeWho
wrote these words? And why? In 1883, Emma Lazarus, deeply moved by an influx
of immigrants from Eastern Europe, wrote a sonnet that was to give voice to the
Statue of Liberty. Originally a gift from France to celebrate our shared national
struggles for liberty, the Statue, thanks to Emma's poem, slowly came to shape our
hearts, defining us as a nation that welcomes and gives refuge to those who come
to our shores. This title has been selected as a Common Core Text Exemplar
(Grades 4-5, Poetry)

The Statue of Liberty Enlightening the World
"Written for the youngest audiencethe text is very simple yet manages to convey
all the major events in Liberty's creation.The full-color watercolors show amazing
detail and are extremely rich."--Horn Book.

Of Personal Liberty
"From the native Americans who first called this continent their home, to the
millions of people who came in search of better futures, America is a land of
diversity. Whether driven by dreams and hope, or escaping poverty or persecution,
our ancestors--and the faces of America today--represent people from every reach
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of the globe. And each incoming person brought with them a unique gift--of art and
music; of determination and grit; of ideas and strength--that forever shaped the
country we all call home. Vividly evoked in Faith's sumptuous colors and patterns,
WE CAME TO AMERICA is an ode to every American who came before us, and a
tribute to the children who will carry its message into our future."

In the Shadow of the Statue of Liberty
"In graphic novel format, tells the story of the building of the Statue of
Liberty"--Provided by publisher.

Encyclopedia of American Immigration: Paper sons
A treasury of trivia from the New-York Historical Society: “An extraordinary
tapestry depicting New York's story. An almost addictive read.”—Library Journal For
years, the librarians at the New-York Historical Society have kept a record of the
questions posed to them by curious locals and visitors to the city. Who was the first
woman to run for mayor of New York? Why are beavers featured on the city's
official seal? Is it true that a nineteenth-century New Yorker built a house out of
spite? Who were the Collyer brothers? In this book, the library staff answers more
than a hundred of the most popular and compelling queries. With endlessly
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entertaining entries featuring hard-to-find data and unforgettable profiles, it’s ideal
for those who love trivia, urban history, strange tales, and, of course, New York
City. Discover: How “Peg-Leg” Peter Stuyvesant lost his right leg Whether
Manhattan used to have cowboys How the New York Yankees got their name Who
was Pig Foot Mary Why the Manhattan House of Detention is called the Tombs Who
Topsy was and how she electrified New York City How many speakeasies were
open during Prohibition What occurred every May in the nineteenth century to
cause so much commotion When penguins were stolen from the Coney Island
Aquarium, and much more

Oil Under the Window
The Statue of Liberty
The Statue of Liberty is one of the most recognizable monuments in the world, a
powerful symbol of freedom and the American dream. For decades, the myth has
persisted that the statue was a grand gift from France, but now Liberty's Torch
reveals how she was in fact the pet project of one quixotic and visionary French
sculptor, Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi. Bartholdi not only forged this 151-foot-tall
colossus in a workshop in Paris and transported her across the ocean, but battled
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to raise money for the statue and make her a reality. A young sculptor inspired by
a trip to Egypt where he saw the pyramids and Sphinx, he traveled to America,
carrying with him the idea of a colossal statue of a woman. There he enlisted the
help of notable people of the age—including Ulysses S. Grant, Joseph Pulitzer,
Victor Hugo, Gustave Eiffel, and Thomas Edison—to help his scheme. He also came
up with inventive ideas to raise money, including exhibiting the torch at the
Phildaelphia world's fair and charging people to climb up inside. While the French
and American governments dithered, Bartholdi made the statue a reality by his
own entrepreneurship, vision, and determination.

Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island Coloring Book
Motion Pictures From The Library of Congress Paper Print
Collection 1894-1912
Statue of Liberty
She stands in New York Harbor, lifting her light to the world. The Statue of Liberty
is a symbol of the United States of America. Many people know some things about
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her, but how much do you know? Do you know: What is the Statue of Liberty’s real
name? What was the Statue of Liberty originally used for? What was the first part
of the Statue to be finished? Which is taller, the statue or the pedestal it stands on?
How are the Eiffel Tower and the Statue of Liberty connected? And many more!
Find out more about the Statue of Liberty and amaze your family and friends with
these fun facts. The Educational Version has activities that meet Common Core
Curriculum Standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children
practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children
lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of
knowledge. Many books are appropriate for hi-lo readers. Open the world of
reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.

The New Colossus (Statue of Liberty Poem)
A little frog’s first leap out into the world is a big, scary thing. But luckily, mama is
always there to catch him when he comes home. As the leaps get bigger, frog gets
braver—and before he knows it, he’s soaring out to the moon and beyond! This
loveable little frog will hurdle his way into your heart. Come leap along, and see
what it’s like to shoot for the stars . . . and always have a landing pad ready to
catch you.
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We Came to America
Perform this script about the struggles a Russian and an Italian immigrant face as
they strive to enter America.

Statue of Liberty (ENHANCED eBook)
Lady Isabella Seabrook fancies herself in love with Myles Fredrickson, Baron
Norwich. A love which began as a young girl and blossomed more and more with
each passing year. Her third Season is coming to an end and he has yet to declare
himself. Ever since his return from America, he has treated her differently. In order
to help her cause, her friend, Mr. Stuart Spencer, offers his support in helping to
make Myles Jealous. Stuart offers his services to Lady Bella in hopes that by
courting her, she will transfer her love for Myles to him. She may believe his
actions during their pretend courtship are false, but Stuart is determined to make it
real and win Bella’s heart. He realizes he is foolish, but when a man is in love, what
bloody else is he to do? Myles always believed he was destined to marry Lady
Bella. A trip abroad and a chance meeting with a mysterious woman changes all
that. Guilt plagues him on a daily basis over the love he feels for a woman he can
never have. Bella deserves someone who will love her above all others. Can he
ever be that man?
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The New Colossus
This book is part of an important series designed to bring America's historic
monuments to life for your students. Topics were chosen not only for their
historical importance, but also to honor the people of many cultures who have built
our nation. In this book, students will learn about the history, construction, and
relevance of the Statue of Liberty through original documents, time lines, and
activities.

Blue Sky White Stars Bilingual Edition
An introduction to the history, creation and symbolism of the Statue of Liberty.

Little Miss History Travels to Mount Rushmore
Describes how and why the Statue of Liberty was built and explains the symbolism
behind parts of the statue.

The Story of the Statue of Liberty
This educational coloring book details the Statue of Liberty's rich and stirring
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history and the immigration into America through Ellis Island. Thirty-eight
illustrations feature complete captions and are based on historical paintings, wood
engravings, and photographs taken from contemporary newspapers, magazines,
and other sources. Free Teacher's Manual available. Grades: 1–2. Boost: Seriously
Fun Learning! Keeping children entertained and engaged is the key to learning,
and the Boost series offers a wide range of fun-filled coloring and activity books
that help teach a variety of basic skills. Each title is targeted to a specific grade
range and carefully aligned with the Common Core State Standards, which are
listed at the bottom of each page.

How the Second Grade Got $8,205.50 to Visit the Statue of
Liberty
An inspiring tribute to the beauty and meaning of the American flag, a symbol of
America's history and people, illustrated by New York Times bestselling and
Caldecott-honor winning artist Kadir Nelson--now available with text in Spanish and
English. Wonderfully spare, deceptively simple verses pair with richly evocative
paintings to celebrate the iconic imagery of our nation, beginning with the
American flag. Each spread, sumptuously illustrated by award-winning artist Kadir
Nelson, depicts a stirring tableau, from the view of the Statue of Library at Ellis
Island to civil rights marchers shoulder to shoulder, to a spacecraft at Cape
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Canaveral blasting off. This book is an ode to America then and now, from sea to
shining sea, and is now accessible to a much larger audience in this bilingual
edition.

The Lady Must Choose
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